The impact of topical phenytoin loaded nanostructured lipid carriers in diabetic foot ulceration.
The aim of this study is to develop, and characterize nanostructured lipid carriers (NLCs) of phenytoin (PHT) in order to improve its entrapment efficiency and sustained release to improve the healing process. Twenty-seven patients with neuropathic diabetic foot ulceration (DFU) were enrolled in this study. Patients were comparable regarding size, grading of ulcer and control of diabetes with no major deformity. All patients were managed by weekly sharp debridement if indicated and offloaded with cast shoes. They were equally divided into three groups: PHT-NLC-hydrogel (0.5%w/v), phenytoin hydrogel (0.5%w/v) and blank hydrogel groups. Changes in wound area were monitored over 2 months. Baseline wound area of PHT-NLC, PHT and blank hydrogels were 5.50 ± 3.66, 3.94 ± 1.86 and 5.36 ± 2.14 cm2, respectively. Ulcers treated with PHT-NLC hydrogel showed smaller wound area compared to control groups (ρ < 0.05). The overall reduction in ulcer size were 95.82 ± 2.22% for PHT-NLC-hydrogel in comparison to 47.10 ± 4.23% and -34.91 ± 28.33% for PHT and blank-hydrogel (ρ < 0.001), respectively. PHT-NLC hydrogel speeds up the healing process of the DFU without adverse effects when compared to the positive and negative control hydrogels. Moreover, the study can open a window for topical application of NLCs loaded with PHT in the treatment of numerous dermatological disorders that resist conventional treatment. The delivery of drug molecules and their localization into the skin is the main purpose of the topical dosage forms. In this manuscript, the impact of topical phenytoin loaded nanostructured lipid carrier in improving wound healing in patients with neuropathic diabetic foot ulceration was investigated. Phenytoin loaded nanostructured lipid carrier dressing was found to be more effective than phenytoin hydrogel at the same concentration in healing of neuropathic diabetic foot ulcer.